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BREHSSTnABLm~G 

FROM PROTON BO!m&RDlmliT or NUCLEI 

David Cohen 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

December, 1956 

A. General Background 

Bremsstrahlung, or braking radiation, may be 

defined as the electromagnetic radiation emitted by a free 

charged particle when it undergoes acceleration with 

respect to the observer. A well-known example of this 

phenomenon 18 the continuous part of the x-ray spectrum,_ 

produced when free electrons in the kilovolt energy region 

strike and penetrate a metal target and bence undergo 

decceleration. 

In the experiment to be described,.vartoua tar• 

gets were bombarded with protons in the 40•140 lev reciont 

and the Y•ray spectra were detected and analyzed. Under 

the assumptiontbat the '1'-rays originated from the de• 

flected protons, the purpose of the experiment was to obtain 

.information about the nature of the nuclear interactione 

through which the protons suffered changes of state. 

In brief, the experimental method of investi

gation consisted of bombarding various internal targets 

witb protons in the synchrocyclotron, and viewinl these 

targets with a pair apectrometer. The bombardinr energy 

was kept below the neutral meson production threshold so 

that photons from neutral meson decay would not distort the 



bremsstrabluns spectrum. 

Although some experimental work bad already 
1 

been done on proton bremsetrohluns , lt was felt that the 

application of a different and M,ore refined technique of 

pair spectrometry mtgbt make a more complete study worth• 

while. In particular, tbe £-dependent and eneray dependent 

spectra were investiguted more fully. Caaparlsona of ex• 

peri1J4enta1 l'eeulte and theoretical conclusions with tbie 

prev~ous work will be made later. 

There are a Dumber ot possible avenue• that 

one may explore ,in attemptlDI to predict theoretically the 

raature of tbeae ·~ •rar spectra. 

Tbe olaeetcal electrodynamtce U• useless in 

thle ca••• It is clear that for tbe nuclear interactions 
I 

wbiob can possibly be involved the'detected wave length of 

tho radiation is comparable with or shorter tban the d1aae• 

tor of the region tn wblch the proton may be supposed to be 

eftect1Ye11 located clurtns ita change ot state. Thla ta 

tbo w•11•known criterion for tbe breakdown of cla•stcal 

electl'oclynamtcs to aucb radiation proceaaea, and the clasai• 

cal approach •uat therefore be abandoned. 

Yarious. authors bav.e attempted to predict the 

proton bremastrahluns epectl'a using tbequantua electro-
1,3,4 -

dynamics. Slmon,Ashk1D and Marshak assume single 

proton-nucleon colltsionsj, and predict spectra baaed on 

mason and phenomenological nucleon•nuclecn tnteracttona. 

The phenomenological treatment 1a discussed tn D(3) • 

Kursunoglu aaaumea ODlJ a proton-nucleus tnteractton by 

.I 

'
" 

-

' t 
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means of a complex square-well potential, but at the present 

time accurate quantitative :results of this calculation a:re 

not available due to the vast computation work involved. A 

tabular summary of these predictions is given in figure 14, 

a.nd figures 12 and 13 give various graphical analysis. 

The nucleon-nucleon collisions which contribute 

to the radiation are only of the p-n type, since the,quant\UI 

electrodynamics shows there can be no eleetric.dipole radia• 

tton from p-p collisions. One of the possible results of 

this experiment would·be the test ot the purity of the p-n 

or proton•nucleus collision processes. 

On simple tbeot-ettcal grounds one would expect 

that the pure p-n.collision picture should not be perfectly 

valid for proton bombarding energies of 140 Mev and·less, 

since the de Broglie wavelength of a 140 Mev proton is about 
-13 

3 x 10 ems., which is slightly less than the diameter ot 
t 

the De nucleus. Be was the target most carefully dealt w11b 

111 this sel"ies of experiments.. However, in ttiew of the fact 
' . ' 

that at this time no comprehensive, precise model ot the 

nucleus is in existence, one must resort to perhaps artl• 

flc:t.a1 and restricted modele which have been useful in thia 

bombazoding anergy range.. The nucleon-nucleon collision 

picture has been $hown to be frequently adequate at bom

barding energies of 90 lfe'f and greater.. The target nucleus t 

in the simplest case, is viewed as a degenerate Fermi gas 

of nucleons. This is ·a rough first approximation from which 

one easily finds a nuclear momentum distribution. This 

distribution for low Z nuclei has been found to differ 
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significantly from the experimental distribution results, 

and hence cannot be used with any accuracy end validity for 

the lower Z targets. 

For much lower proton bombarding energies, 

where the proton de Broglie wavalength is appreciably 

greater than the diameter of the struck nucleus. in general 
5 

reactions are described through the compound·nuclear model • 

This can be justified from several points of view. On the 

wave-mechanical picture, the bombarding proton "cannot 

distinguish any nuclear structure" and therefore interacts 

with the nucleus. as a whole. On the more classical picture• 

the bombarding proton is travelling at a lower speed, spends 

more time in the nuclear region• suffers more collisions 

b.ecause the total p•n collision cross section varies 

inversely as the energy; and so the nuclear system has a 
high probability of readjustment to ·a compound nuclear stater 

after the proton has undergone enough collisions it will·Dot 

have enough energy to escape the nuclear well• 1\nd is 

captured. It would appear, therefore, that a theoretical 

'• 

. description of the bremsstrahlung in this energy region 

would be difficult. Jt the bombarding energy is low enough 

eo that only the.Coulomb field interaction :i.e present, the 

bremsstrahlung cross sections may be predicted from. the 

analogous electron case, with proper.correction for the mass 

difference. 

ID the energy region too high for compound 

·nuclear consideration and too low for pure p-n collision 

enalysia (for example about 20-80 Mev bombarding energy tor 
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Be), where the bombarding proton has a good probability of 

escape from the struck nucleus, the most direct theorattcol 

approach for the prediction of the bremsstrl;lhlung effects 

would be consideration of proton collisions with a nuclear 

potential well. The well is described in terms of real and 

imaginary parts, since there vill be secondary proton 

emission. Such an approach was undertaken by Kursunoglu4 ~ 

The general methods used tn the nucleon-nucleon 

collision picture were proposed by 8erber5, enlarged upon by 

several authora6 ' 7, anCI vere used to explain several nuclear 

phenomena•, among them the high-energy spallation reaottons8 , 

These methode constat of following the paths of a number of 

bombarding nucleons in the nuclear region as they suffer 

single and multiple collisions with the target nucleons of 

various momenta.J due to the elem~nt of randomness involved • 

the Monte Carlo method can be used, and a recent attempt has 

been successful in· an .application, to (p,pn), (p,2p) and 

~p,,.2n).· reactions9 •. 

. . . 

A fu11 discussion w:lth appropriate references of this 

type of problem· :ls present~d on pages 30, 142, etc. of B. 

Segre "Experimental· Nuclear Phystcs",. Vol, 11. 
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The mean free path of the bombarding nucleon 

in nuclear matter is given by 

A= 
where r is the average total 

cross section• for the nucleon-

nucleon collisions and /'-t L 

the total nucleon density, 

so that for 100 Mev protons the mean free path is about 1.5 
-13 9 x 10 ems., or somewhat less than the radius of the Be 

nucleus; for 140 Uev protons the mean free path is about 

equal to the Be9 nucle.ar radius. These facts allow a great 

simplification i.n the theoretical application to the Be9 

nucleus. for they show that for 140 Mev bombarding protons 

only single nuclear collisions need be considered for an 

adequate approximation, and the Monte Carlo method may be 

discf.u.•ded in this case. 'lor larger nuclei• such as Cu, 

multiple nuclear collisions are more probable than single 

collisions, and a theoretical spectrum prediction must 

involve a collision sampling process·; such as the Monte 

Carlo method. 

The case for larger nuclei is further compli

cated by nuclear events which compete with the (p;p) process. 

For example, for a nucleus of mass 64, Meadows9 has shown 

• Values for q- were chosen :for the bombarding energies 

of interest by using the experimental values from references 

15 and 16 of Keadows• 9 paper. 

' . .J 
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theoretically that tha probability for the (p,2p) event is 

comparable to the (p,p) probability, which is in agreement with 

expGrimental results. Th.o energies involved with the out• 

going, nucleons of those competing reactions are such that a 

significant contribution to the photon spectrum may be ex• 

pected. 

These considerations show that the 140 Mev proton 

bombardment of Be9 is the least complex case in these expert• 

aents for a theoretical nucleon-nucleon analysis. This case 

was given detailed consideration and interpretation, while 

all other spactra were treated in a more qualitative fashion. 

The exporimsnts here described also set limits 

to or measure the cross section for the reaction p+n _,. d-+11" 

inside the target nuclei. A simple analysis of this reaction 

shows thftt for stationary target neutrcns and fixed detector 

geometry the resulting photons are confined to a narrow 

spectral region, where the mean photon energy is about one• 

balf the proton bombarding energy in the laboratory system. 

For moving target nucleons this narrow spectral region 18 

somewhat broadened. If the photon flux from this reaction 

is comparable in magnitude to the bremsstrahlung photon 

flux in the same spectral region, a "hump" should be seen 

superimposed on the more slowly-varying bremsstrahlung 

spectrum. 

B. Experimental Technique 

(1) Pair Spectrometry in Gener'!.A 

The essential principles and techniques of pair 

spectrometry have been known and used tor some time10 , and 
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Will ~arc be only briefly reviouod. A photon of energy 

gi·0u tar than 1. 02 Diov, in p~ssinr; tlu·ouah a mcto.llic foil or 

"converter", may undargo pair production. The resulting 

electron-positron pair, in a uniform magnetic field• vroceed 

with opposite circular orbits to dotection areas, where· 

charged particle detectors record the coincidont passage of 

the pair. (See figure U. For the case where the detectors 

and converter lie on the same straight line perpendicular to 

the ~-ray direction, the pair spectrometer 1& called the.180° 

type~ and a simple analysis shows that 

j 2 4 2 2 J 24 2 2 
W :r m0 c + Pt4, c + m 0 c -t 't-J c • 

2 lf pc ~ m0 c then 

w ~ ~+} c + Jl_, c • 

and for a charged particle in a magnetic field 

p = Be~ , so that 

W ~ Bee <fc-J -t (t-tJ ) ; 
where W is the photon energy, B is the magnetic flux density. 

·e is the electronic charge, cis the velocity of light, and 

are the radii of curvature of the electron and 

positron, respectively. Thus for a given magnetic field, 

the ¥-ray energy is uniquely determined by the electron

positron separation on the line. ' The pair spectrometer used 
. 0 

in this research was of the 180 type. 

(2) Desi~n and Use of the 180° Pair Spectrometer 

The pair spectrometer was set up at the 184" 

synchrocyclotron outside the concrete shielding, and viewed 

internal targets from about 45' through the shielding holes 
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end tank ports •. (3oa figure 2) •. 

The primary considtn•ation in the gemez•al design 

of the spectrometer was to minim3.2a the energy losa aud 

scattering of 1ow-e·ne1•gy pairs in passing through the con• 

verter so that continuous J" .;.ray spectra in the 10-150 Mev 

interval could be detected and analyzed without the insertion 

ot severe corrections. The spectrometer was designed, then, 

to use relatively thin converters; e.g., .003" tantalum 

foil. Tantalum was chosen because of its relatively high z. 
A high Z material was justified becausea 

(a) 

section is 

the pair production (desirable process) cross 
2 

proportional to Z tj' • 
A 

(b) the Compton effect (undesirable process) erose 

section is proportional to zte J 
A 

(c) the mean scattering angle ~ (undesirable 

process) is .. proportional to z fij.a 
. A 
(d) (~!) (undesirable process) is proportional 

d:r' ion. 
to Z!e_ J 

A 
(e) (~~) (undesirable process) 1& proportional 

. dx rad. 
to z~te. 1 

where t,l' , and A are the target thlcknea~ density, and 

atomic weight respectively. 

Since the (!!~) and radiation stragglins 
dx rad. 

effect were not serious for continuous spectra determinations 

with tantalum converters of .003" (or thinner), and the mean 

scattering angle was of importance in botb horizontal and 

vertical scattering, a high Z material was chosen. It was 

aluo found that Compton electrons, under some conditions ot 
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detection, were bothersome (accidentals, blocking of geiger 

tubes) and it was useful to have their relative effect min• 

imizod. 

With thin converters it was necessary to evacuate 

the air in and preceding the converter region in order to 

eliminate pair production in air and the resulting detectable 

spectrum distortion. Ten geiger tubes on each side, sym• 

metrically placed with respect to the converter, detected the 

electron pairs. (See figure 3). Subsequent electronics 

analyzed the spectrum. 

(3) Physical Arrangement in Detail 

The pair magnet was originolly designed by 

B.F. York and Paul Hernandez for general high energy pair 

spectroscopy at the synchrocyclotron. The pole tips formed 

the top and bottom of the enclosed pair chamber, ond the 

entire chamber was removable. The tips were of li" magnetic· 

steel, with a 3t" separation. The chamber sides were of 

stainless steel, and all joints were welded vacuum tight. 

Wherever possible the chamber was lined with aluminum plate 

to reduce scattering from the top, bottom. and sides into the 

geiger tubes. (See figure 4). The converters were mounted on 

wire frames which were controlled from the outside by means 

of springs, strings, and rods through Wilson seals. The two 

windows in front of the geiger tubes were covered by .007" 

aluminum foils, and were the best compromise between strength 

for maintaining vacuum and small electron scattering angle 

into the geiger tubes. A 6' long, 4" diameter brass pipe 

completed the vacuum system. An 18" collimator with sides of 

bra&s and top and bottom of magnetic steel was built into this 
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pipe at tbo entrance ond. Uo~vy nlnico ma~nets and atccl 

yoke around the pipe provided the nocos~ary mnanotic fiold 

inside the collirJ(ltor for clearincr away pairs fo11 w;d in tha 

end foil (,007" Al.) and the collimator. 

The various inte~nal cyclotron targets uoro 

mounted in a copper clacp at the end of a thin coppor b;;,.r of 

6" length Vlhich was e::tended radially into the cyclotron tank 

and the entire unit w~e bolted to the·water-cooled end of the 

"hollow" probe. (sao figure 5). Conatllnt~n tv'! res wore 

soldered to both ends of tlia copper bar, and the resulting 

thermocouple allowed measurements of beampower'diesipated in 
. . 

the target and hence a calculation of beam current necoaoary 

to absolute cross section measu~ements. 

(4) Pair Spoctrornator Concepts in Dotai! 

(a) The Matrix PrinciEle 

The electronic aspects of this principle had been 

developed some 6 years ago, and were last used in its present 
11 

form by Crandall and Moyer. Since pairs may originate any• 

where in the extended converter, and all types of energy 

splittings are possible, it can be seen thot pairs originating 

from a particular photon may end up in any one of a numbar of 

pairs of geiger tubes; i.e., a particular pair of geigor tuboo 

determines the photon energy on~y by virtue of the distance 

between them. Referring to figure G, it is apparent that if 

geiger tuba outputs determine the rows and columns of the 

matrix as indicntod• the lines parallel to tho vertical dinao

nal are monoenergetic in nature (to a resolution ~wdotor~incd 

by geigar tube width nnd nmgnetic field). Each v3rticnl line, 
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then, refers to a particular Y -ray energy within ro~o-

lution A~ , and the r -ray enargiea of the various co• 

incidences can be neatly sorted by the eloctronica of such 

a m~trix. Bancoforth, these vertical linea will ba des1g-

nated as "energy channels". The channel energies aro un:l.quely 

determined by the magnetic field for a given tubs spacing. 

(b) Channel Efficiencies 

The efficiency of each channel in recording the 

number of photons ot appropriate energy which are directed 

ut the converter depends on a number of considerations. To 

derive the value of the efficiency of each channel it is 

useful to trace the events which may occur to a number of 

photons of various energiea which are directed at the con-

verter. 

The first phenomenon enco,\ntered is that of pair 

production in the converte~. The probability of one of these 

photons producing a pair in the converter depends on the 

total pair production cross section, which is a function of 

the target z, and the photon energy. Bathe and Beitler hove 

theoretically derived this cross section on the bru.d.e of the 

Born approximation, and a particularly useful form of the 

cross section is given by Rossi and Groieen. 12 Since the 

conditions for the validity of the Born approximation in the 

energy ranges considered here is that 2 11" Z <.<. 1 • .1 t is 
137 

expected that the Bethe-Peitler erose section may be a poor 
13 approximation for increasing z. Experiment shows that this 

is indeed the case, (for tantalum the error is of the order 

of 10%) and the pair-production cross section here used 
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contains the suitable etlpirical corrections. The total pair• 

production probability in the converter is then flo~ t lf(W,z) 1 

where N~ ~t is the nlElbar of nuclei per unit area, and 

~ (w,z) is tho corrected total pnir-production cross section 

for the converter material, of atomic number Z and photon of 

energy w. 
For a given setting of the magnetic field of the 

pair spectrometer, only those pairs in the appropriate energy 

range have a chance of coincidence detection by one of the 

19 channels. Other energy pairs may split in such a way so 

that one member of the pair may pass through a geiger tube 

on one side or the othe~, but the other member will fall in• 

side or outside the geiger tube regi~n on the opposite side. 

The production of Compton electrons, (which is not insignifi-. 

cant below 20 Mev photons) and photonuclear events in the 

converter do not produce pairs·for coincident detection. 

The production of electron-positron pairs by the photons in 

the field of the atomic electrons14 is another·effect to be 

considered; calculations show that for tantalum the proba• 

bilit)' is.of the order of 1$ of the nuclear analogue, and 

hence this effect can be neglected. 

One or more of the following four events may now 

occur to a pair of appropriate energy. 

One or both members of the pair may be vertically 

scattered into the top or bottom of the pair chamber, and be 

lost by penetration into the aluminum plate. (For aluminum 

this is far more probable than backscattering into the 

geiger tube region). This vertical scattering loss will be 
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dealt with more fully in later aoctions. 

One or both cacbara of the pnir may pnaa·bo

twoen the countinc;arona o~ neighboring geiger tubes nnd are 

lo:at for detection. This "dead" aroa is evaluated by goo

metric conaidcrations and by a aimplo analysis of the effect

ive geiger tube arona ubich involves tho cylindrical form of 

the tub3s. 

Tbe .next type of event involves tha·character

istics of the diviaion of available kinotic energy between 

the members of a pair. All types of splittin~ are possible• 

and a typical splitting probability curve is ahown in figure 

6. The total pair production cross section is proportional 

to the area under this curve. Only a certain range of 

splitting cmn be received for a particular channel; this 

range depends only on the goomotry of the converter and 

geiger tube arrnngamant, and is indop·nndont of the magnotio 

field setting. If the splitting curve was flat, then it is 

clear that this geoilletric efficiency is the ratio: 

!..<t:till.nl fJOi.J.!Qr t~!£3 nron for thia cl~!'Jl!l2! 
total area in tfuJ detoctol~ plune ideally availQblo for pair 

particle traversal ot this anorgy 

Etowevor• oince the curve is not flat, the precise determi

nation of the efficiencies involved is complic~ted and 

involves some tedious numerical work.. In the appondi.lt (1) 

a full derivntion is given f.or the channel efficiencies, and 

approximations nra m3de in ardor to obtain siople, uEable 

results. Po:l.':1:.:.,}:J th0 most sir;nific~nt approximntion ie 

considerinG tha splittinG curveo no flnt. In pructico the 
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height of thim horizontal line was chosen ·to correspond to 

'U. = .3 ::: • 7 on the tactual curves; this was considered a 

good averaging, and alloued rapid calculation of tho ef

ficiency. 

Tha fourth posoible event is actual coincidence 

detection • 

The abr:~olute channel efficiency is tllcn cppro"i

mated by (pair production probability for a particular con

verter and energy) X (fraction of pnirm surviving loas by 

vertic.al acatterina) X (fraction of coincidences surviving 

loss by passage between geiger tubes) X~eomatric efficiency). 

(c) Geir;or Tubas 

The geiger tubes would have been considered 

ideal if they all had the same area and counting efficiency. 

and if their characteristics remained ~onstant throughout 

many months. Unfortunately, neither of these conditions 

existed, and some time was spent in overcoming tho resulting 

difficulties. 

It is clear that if, say, the inside geiger tube 

on one .side had, say, 30$ greater area than all the other 19 

tubes (which may here for the sake of argument be considered 

as a "matched set" of-19), then appropriate correctiono must 

be inserted in the channel efficiencies. Since this imddo 

t.ube does not appear in the 11th channel, it may be called 

a "good" channel 1 and with respect to this channal a correction 

of 30$ must appear in the first channel, 15$ in the second 

channel, etc. If the 30$ changed after some months to, say, 

40$, then ideally these corrections must all be changed, 
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with resulting numerical tedium. 

Methode and ideas ~ere finally evolved so thnt 

none of these geiaer tube efficiency corrections were neces

sary. To deal with the problems involved it was essential 

that a beam of particles be found which was uniform over a 

large area in·order to test the counting efficiency of the 

tubes. Such a be~m vtaa furnished by the cosmic rays, which 

have an energy and areal spread quite suitable for testing the 

tubes.. The tubes were eventually tested by being placed in 

. a horizontal plane on a table and allowed to count during .the 

night so that the accelerator radiation background was not 

present. Each set of 10 tubes was contained in its pair 

spectrometer mounting, and during succeeding nights these 

mountings were rotated in various ways so that variations 

(due to nearby structures) of the cosmic-ray intensity along 

the surface of the table would be compensated for by suitable 

averaging. The electronics involved in recording the cosmic

ray counts consisted of the available pair spectrometer 

counting and recording equipment, and the results •ppaared 

on the geiger registers. (See section (5)). 

By means of such testing it was possible to find 

a set of tubes which had counting efficiencies matched to 

within 8$, and which did not change in counting character

istics over the many nights of testing. Occasionally, of 

course, a tube might radically change characteristics during 

an actual cyclotron run, and was replaced by a suitably tested 

spare. 

The maximum 8% efficiency difference between 
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tubes may b3 shown to produce no significant rooultiog 

spectrum distortion if the spectrn are viouod ~ith suitable 

magnetic field settinga in the spactrocoter. That is, if the 

energy rnnaos corresponding to the different cagnetic field 

sottinaG overlap oue another for a given spectrun, than tha 

go1{3'cr tube efficiency e1. .. rors tend to be oinimi!3Cd, since a 

pa~tieular photon euorgy will be associated with different 

geiger tube a:rrongot2cnta for each magnetic field setting. 

(d) Vc>rtical Ccntto1•inq 

An o.pprecinble number of electrons will 11ot reach 

the gaigor tubes becauae of vortical scattering into the pole 

tips. If it can ba shown that at any vertical line (i.e., 

for any given electron patb radiua) in .the geiger tube ragion 

tho fraction of electrons lost from tho sensitive segmont of 

this line by vertical scattering is a constant, it then 

follows that there is no resulting spectrum distortion. In 

the appendix (2) it is proved that certainly at lemot to a 

first approltirn~tion this is true; and by uso of thin con

verters and proper rna tcb.ing of spectra from diff.erent maanat 

field sottings this second order distortion is made negligible. 

The constant fractional loss, however, is not n9gligible and 

is determined both theoretically and empirically. 

(e) aorimont~l ~cattorin~ 
0 The focussing properties of 180 circul~r orbits 

are well-known, so that hori?.ontal scattering re~mlto in no 

spectrum distort ion, if' tha e.wa tta11 ing angles lllre smt 11. 

Orbits vere experimantQlly invo~tig~ted by tba "wiro orbit" 

method. (See field cnlibration section). 
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(5) General Description of Electronics 

Figure 7 outlines the general electr~nic 

arrangement. Each of the 20 geiger tubes was followed by 

a pulse-forming unit, ·designed by Charles Waddell, which 

transformed the rising portion of a geiger pulse into a one 

microsecond square pulse. The bias on each of' the 20 

thyratron& was controlled by means of a potentiometer, and 

allowed the firing voltages to be lined up with a pulser. In 

this way all thyratrons fired Dt the same point ou the rise 

of the geiger tube pulses and woul~ not distort succeeding 

coincidence characteristics. The thyratrons in general fired 

at a small traction of the maximum geiger voltage, so that 

the firing voltages were not· critical and electronic "Jitter" 

was effectively eliminated. 

If the geiger tube events occurred so that only 

one tube on each side fired within a time ran.ge of .s micro

seconds, then this was called a "true" ¥'-ray coincidence 

and a gating pulse (from the lower half of the electronics 

in figure 7) allowed the modified geiger pulses to pass 

through the 35 channel gated amplifier. Twenty channels of 

the 35 channel amplifier were used; one channel for. each 

geiger tube. These amplifiers served the purpose of ampli

fying the modified geiger pulses into 20 millisecond pulses 

to suit the current requirements of turning over the subse

quent channel registers. One bank of ten amplifiers fed the 

rows of the 10 x 10 matrix, the other bank fed the columns. 

The matrix proper consisted of a square of 100 6SJ7's.. Along 

any row all suppressor grids were tied together, along any 

column all control grids were tied together, and along any 

... 
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diagonal all plates were tied together. The tubos normally 

operated at Qutoff, and a. coincidence on any row and column 

would allow plato current to flow in the tube sit·uated a~ 

the junction of tha row and column. The signal was tr.ana• 

mitted along the diagonal, amplified, and operated a channel 

register which referred to this particular diagonal. The 

geiger rag1ratora indicated wh~cb particular two goiger tubes 

had fired, and primarily served as monitors allow~ng rapid 

spotting of any ineffective geiger tube. 

If two ·Separate coincidencee were allowed to 

arrive at the matr:ls separated by, say, one millisecond, 

then it can be seen that as many as foul' t~~Jgistera anay turn 

over, glvinl two false counts. Tbla sort of m:lxina ls el:lat• 

nated by tba dead-tima circuit, which only passed aattnu 

signals to the 35 channel amplifiers if they were separated 

by at least 15 milliseconds. 

The most critical section of the electronlca 1s 

situated in the lower half of figure 7. This is the section 

in wblcb the coincidence cbaracteristlcs of the geiger pulses 

are analyzed. It can be aeon that two cables, labeled L.and 

a. teed this lower section. Each cable carries all outputs 

from emc;h bank of 10 geiger tubes, the left bank and the 

right bank. The thyratl'on outputs on each bank were mixed 

by meens of cathode followers to )'ield these added left and 

right bank "singles". The unit labeled "amplifiers and anti 

circuit" sorv~d two purposes. The first was to amplify these 

added pulooa so that their heights are suitable for oporntin~ 

th.~ sut:•r:oqnont adjm;table ga to-forcing un1 ts. Tho ono miero

oceoad puloo ~J:!.dth wnr:; unr.tl tcred. 'l'ha socond pnr.·pc::-1n rmrr. to 
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determine, by means of a germanium diode system, if triple

coincident events were present and to transmit a pulse for 

any such event. Triple-coincident events were defined an 

eventa where three or more geiger tubes fired Within .8 

microseconds of each other, involving both banks of geiger 

~ubes. For example, if .two geiger tubas on the left side 

fired in coincidenc~ with one geiger tube on the right side, 

such events were not permitted to enter the matrix, by the 

action of the "anti" circuit. There were several reasons 

for monitoring such events. It was possible, by means of 

such monitoring to investigate the kinematic$ of the pulse

producing particles in the geiger tube region, so that geiaer-

to-geigsr scattering, end other such events, could be exposed 

if they took place. Also, the frequency of these events with 

the rise and fall of tba cyclotron beam level gave infor

mation about accidcntals from Compton and pair electrons from 

the converter and the general radiation background. 

The left bank, right bank, and anti-pulses were 

then lined up with respect to one another and the arrival 

t1me of the modified geiger signals through the delay lines 

into the 35 channel amplifier by means of the three.adjustable 

gate-forming units preceding the 10 channel quad mixer. (This 

mixer is simply a multiplex coincidence system in which any 

combinations, up to quadruple coincidence, may be selected 

out of ten input channels). The left bank added pulses were 

also fed into an auxiliary adjustable gate-forming unit which 

delayed these.pulses by 5 microseconds. These delayed pulses, 

when mixed with the added right pulses, allowed monitoring of 

the purely accidental coincidence rate. The pulses from all 
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four gate-forming units were adjusted :ln width so that the 

various coincidences, which were determined in the 10 channel 

quad mixer, were of .8 microseconds resolving time. 

The 10 channel quad mixer was adjusted so that 

it was used as a coincidence unit tlhich determinad events as 

labeled on the four subaequen~ scalers •. Certain scalers were 

disabled. with a 120 microsecond gnte triggered by the cyclo• 

tron r.f. pulse, and thus monitored only the "off•beam" counts. 

The gated scaler which recorded the true coincidences of 

particles ot a single pair, labeled L+ R- A, also sent out 

the gating pulse, through the dead-time circuit and a 

variable-delay, variable gate (V.D.V.G.) unit, to the 35 

channel amplifiers. 

In general, the electronic arrangement was 

designed to use as much available equipment as possible, 

hence. was somewhat more involved than was really necessary. 

Bowever, it was found that satisfactory operation was obtained 

if frequent, gonernl tests were made w.ith a pulsar substi

tuting for the raw geiger pulses. Eventually a semi-automatic 

pulsing tester was evolved which tested all phases of tho 

electronics in the order of 20 or 30 minutes. The monitoring 

scalers and re~isters were so arranged that any bad electronic 

tu~es along tbe line could be detected without having waotod 

much beam time during an actual run~ 

( 6) ~hr-.~., n;.;;;;o;;..;t;.;i;..;:c;....;::F..:;:i:.;:;o;.;;l;.;;d--.C.n .;;.1.;:.1 b;;.;r;.;n;;..t;;.:;i;.;o;.;n;.;;.s 

Tho magnetic field distribution and field 

strength as a function of magnet curront were.calibrntod by 

three independent methods. It W3S of primary importance 
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that the properties of the field distribution be such that 

a plot of electron energy vs. distance along line of centers 

of the gaiger tubos yield a.straight line for an electron 

leaving the converter region. If no straight line results, 

then the matrix principle is notapplicable. 

(a) Floating Wire Technigua 

.For a current-carrying wire in a magnetic field, 

where no forces. on the wire other than the amperian forco and 

tension are acting, it can be shown that the wire Will take 

up an. orbit such that 

but since for 

Bf: .2 
e 

and if ,1.9 t:JJ 

p~ B 
~ c 

80 that 

T _ B • r- ii 

an electron 

then 

where T 
I 
8 

18 the tension 
18 the current, 
is the magnetic flux 
density 

p is the radlua of curvature• 

where p is the momentum 
e is the electronic charge 

where B i8 the·total or kinetic 
energy; 

Thus. by suspending a wire in the median plane of the pair 

chamber, varying ·the current, tension and exit angle from 

the converter, it was possible to plot orbits, check the 180° 

focussing pro·perties, and obtain a general picture of the 

magnetic field properties. 

(b) Proton Probe !feasurements 

The maanetic field at various points in tha 

/ 

. .. 
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pair chamber was moasured with a proton spin-resonance 

probe, and the resultingmar;nstic field distribution allowed 

the plottin~ of orbits of ths pairs aa a function of 

curr.ent through the pair ntar;net. 

(c) Calibration wlth Knoun r-ray Line -
The well-known15 17.6 Mev r-ray line :from 

021 Do was generated by 440 Kev protons on Li7 at the Van de 

Gronf generator, and the pair spectrometer was moved to the 

target regiQn in order to detect this line. In spite of 

lmv counting rates, the line was suitably detected and 

analyzed. 

The agreement between all three,calibrat:lons 

was very good, and the results of the flonting-wire •noasure• 

mente showed that the matrix principle was applicable. 

(7) Ev~luntion of .the· Accidental Spoc.tra 

During some o:f the runs the percentage of co

incidences which were accidental in origin was found to be 

as high as 20~. In order to determine the apparent photon 

spectra due to these accidental coincidences, as a function 

of target ·material and magnet current, the 20 amplifiers were 

gated With a wide (about 100 microseconds) "on-gate" derived 
d~vtc.e. 

from a frequency-sensitive dtw1de sampling th~ cyclotron R.P. 

and ini tiilating the gate at that frequency for wh~.'.:'h the beam 

will emerge from the cyclotron. Since only a small per

centftge of geiger counts had their origin in ((-ray pairs • 

the registers in this case rapidly mccumul.nted tho acci-

dental spectra. These spectra were then p1·oporly sub-

tractod fro~ the spectra accut1ulated under propor running 
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conditions. 

The accidentals had their origin in Compton 

electrons from the convertor (especially at lower magnet 

currents), the secondary products inside the chamber from 

target neutrons, the general radiation bacltground, and from 

fragmentsof two or more independent pairs. 

c. Evaluation of the Data 

The spectra from the di.fferent magnetic field 

settings, suitably corrected ~or accidentals, were plotted 

independently of one another. (See figures 8 and 9). In 

plotting these spectra absolutely, some care was given to 

the use of the target thermocouple readings. In particular, 

it was necessary to know how much heat was being lost from 

the target by radiation. Since · emisaivitt in carbon is conductivity 
much higher than in the metals, a larr-e radiation loss 

relative to the metal~ was to be' expected. The problem was 

solved by plotting thermal rise and decay curves for 

different targets bombarded to various temperatures. It 

was noticed that after a relatively low beam was turned off• 

the thermal decay curve was, an exponential from a metal 

target. Deviations from the exponential were found at 

initially higher target temperatures; this deviation being 

especially marked with carbon. By solving for various 

constants in standard thermal exponential equations from . 

the .decay and rise curves, it was possible to evaluate 

roughly the radiation loss. This loss was small in metals, 

but of the order of 501 at times in carbon~ 

A more accurnta method of dealing with tho 
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r:oc'U.ntion loss VJas based on the r.msumption that thG loft

bon.tc and right-bunk einglGs rate waa directly proportional 

to the benm level up to tbe point whore "blocting" became 

npp~ecinblG in tho seiger tubas. Thus, at low boam levels 

where tho 1•ndintion loss from tho target was not appreci

able, the singles rate could bo calibrated for absolute 

betut~ lo.vel fl"om . the thermocouple reading. At bighor beam 

lovels but st:l.ll abort of blocking condi tiona, the singles 

rate then served as an adequate monitor for absolute beam 

levels. 

Figura~ 8 tUld 9 show that tho various spectra 

overlap and match quite nicely. Since wide variations of 

target ternperaturam were attained in ~athering tbeae spectra, 

·the suitable matcltincr indicates that tho thern1al radiation 

was adequately dealt with. 

The errors shown on the curves are the "proba

ble errors•• from statistics. 

D. Final ~caults 

.(1) O'raneral J.Uscur:mion 

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the experimental 

- results. Tho points for the various orJgnat currents were 

plotted absolutely and independently, and the satisfactory 

continuity of tile resulting average curves through these 

points lend conf.id .. ::mce to the genera 1 e~qparimenta 1 tecltniqua, 

especially to tho tha:t·mocouple beam r:1oni toring. 

It is seen that the number of points is con

sidorr,bly less th~~n tho nu:::Jber of enorgy chnnnols il'lvol vod. 

I•'OT o:,::~:n..1plo, in f:i.[;uri':J G tb.ore would be 57 points if evory 
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energy channel was directly plotted. Since the total.number· 

of counts cccumulated by each chGnnel was quito small, 

(generally less thnn 100), and since .the inherent uncertain

ty of the resulting curve is not a sensitive function of 

tho u~nnar in which the counting information is g1•nphically 

distributed, 1 t was c·onvenient to simply combine· channels 

a:rbit::rurily before plotting. The enargy uncertainty of 

each point on the figures can be inferred from the horizontal 

spacing of neighboring points. Thu~, ·for instance, Tlbile it 

appears in figure 10 that all curves come together above the 

high end of the energy axis, this point of view may be de

ceiving if one considers the horizontal proboble error of 

each point. The most·one may safely conclude in consider• 

ation of the statistics in this cnse is that the curves 

probably fall within a range of 2-4 cross sectional unita at, 

say, 55 Mev. 

Data wn$ not shown for energies below about 15 

Mev, since it oppaared that a different mechanism was re• 

sponsible for the production of the lower energy 1r-rnys. 

At soma point bet\"Jeen 8 and 12 n~ev the yield suddenly 

increased very ar.eatly with decreasing ¥-ray energy • and 

it wns assuged that·nuclear excitation was responsible for 

thia effect. IDocause prelirninary studies iil thio region 

indic3tod that tho change was quite sudden, it is suc;r;osted 

thn t fui'thor o:r.::pcritlont(:; be dm~o to ch0clt f.iuch ch:u·actcr

istico ns tho structure, cutoff point, nnill r:tlu~~:::Y of th:l.n 

r~pidly rioin3 curve. 

... 
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(2) Ccr:1parison VIi th Previouo Work 

'Wilson•s1 technique cons:i.stedin brief of 

measuring the electron pair energies from pair production 

in thick. lead converters by absorption in a carbon block, 

and hence the uncertainties in his experimental technique 

were relatively large. Thus comparison of thiswo:rk with 

similar targot and beam situations in Wilson's work can at 

best be an order-of-magnitude comparison. The following 

experimental results may be compared: 

(a) General Spectrum Shape 

Ilia spectra from 143 Mev protops on Be, Cl and 

cu.at 90° have roughly the same shape as those presented here, 

with the outstanding difference that his Z•dependent·cu~••• 

do not diverge at lower energies. 

(b) Absolute Cross Sections 

In calculating an absolute total cross section. 

attention must be given to th·e angular distribution. Al• 

though no definite data is now available on the y14!tlds at 
0 0 . . o and 180 in the laboratory system, preliminary experi-

ments at .. these angles have shown that' the 0°, 90°, and 180° 

yields probably do not differ by more than·a factor of three. 

This information, along with the fact that 90° emission is 

characteristic of a large fraction of aolid angle• and the 

fact that detection at 90° to the beam involves emiss:l.on. 

from a large &Dfl\ll&r range of the p-n center-of-mass 

systems (which move at all angles to the beam) justifies 

multiplying the 90° differential cross section by 4 7f to 

obtain the total cross section. In doing this, then, tho 
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total cross section for the production of )' ·rays with 

greater than 20 i7ev energy with 140 Mev protons on Be is 

(1.3 ~ .5) x 10-29 cm. 2 , which is in agreement with 

Wilson's absolute cross section 

The relatively large error of ± .5 x 10-29 

cm.2 is a result of the counting statistics, lack o1 precise 

knowledge of tho angular distribution, and uncertainty in 

such measurements as $ffective geiger tube areas, vertical 

scattering loss, etc~ 

(c) Cross Section Dependence upon Beam Energy for Ba 

In the present worlc, the tot a 1 cross section 

fQr ~ -ray production above 20 Mev is nearly independent 

of beam energy, while in Wilson's paper the yield increases 
~ 

with increasing beam energy. Since his estima.te of beam 

current was based largely on indirect deduction instead of 

direct measurement, one assumes his errors in these de

cutions could have been large. 

ment. 

(d) Total Cross Saction De;eendence on Target Material 

Doth experimental results are in general agree-

(e) Transformation Calculations 

Calculati.ons on· the transformation for a 

.JEG-h)l spectrum from the center-of-mass to the labora-
E"ohY 

tory system with both stationary and Fermi gas target nucleons 

were dona for Wilson by J.B. French and P.B. Daitch. and are 

sho~n graphically in his paper. These may be compared with 

thair analocrues in this work; (see the following section 3). 
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A nucer:l.cnl comparison shows that while the stationary

nucleon curves agree .almoat exactly, the movi.ng-nucleon. 

curves ·disagree by about 25$ in some spectral r~gions. In 

the stationary-nucleon case they apparentl·Y chose 5-10 Mev 

for the energy picked up by the bon1barding proton in the 

nuclear region.. In ·the present work 8 Mev was chosen. 

(See the end of appendix 3C for a discussion on this energy 

gain). The 25% disagreement is most lilcely due to the choice 

of momentum distribution; the form of disagreement is such 

that if both calculations had been done with the same mo-· 

mentum distribution, the agreement would have been much 

b~tter. 

(3) £omearisoe with Theoretical Predictions 

Both the predictions of the phenu~enological 

theory of Ashkin and ~rshak3 , and the qc~lar meson (scalar 

coupling) theory 

of-rJass yield is 

of Bimon2 

"E' p- h'Y 
f.,h)l 

give spectra of which the center

for p-n collisions, where E0 is 

the available energy in the centeri..of-mass 'system. 

Pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoscalar 

coupling (by .Simon2) gives a E:hvJe
0
-hY spectrum, which is 

ruled out by the experimental results of, say, figure 9. It 

can be shown through consideration of nuclear momentum distri

bution and proper transformations that the curve shape of 

figure 9 cannot result from additions of ~)I J Eo- 'nY curve 

shapes unless perhaps a greater number of extremely low

energy collisions are postulated. This extreme multiple

collision picture is certainly an inconceivable one for De9. 
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In the phenomenological theory3 , Aahkin and 

.. Mnrshak use the quantum electrodynamics, with non-relativistic· 

n~cleon motion and the Born approximation, in order.to derive 

e~prassions for the trsnaition probQbilities from initial to . · 

final st~tes. TI1o nuclear potential used is the Berber 
(I P. ) ->-~ 

V(r)::. -t:l: · ~c .l , where PM is the Majorana 

operator. This potential is found to give a good fit to 90 

Mav neutron scattering experiments. Of the six possible spin 

function transitions, two·i-give rise to magnetic radiation, 

the other four give rise to electric radiation. The magnetic·· 

radiation from spin flip is calculated to· be small compared 

to the electric dipole radiation, and can ~e neglected. 

d.Y-_ -~ ;:; ~w for t.he electric dipole, radiation ·is given •• 

·a complicated function of B
0

_ and h )I 1 which can be simpli• 

tied in the high-energy spectral region to be proportional 
VSo-J,)J w Th 1 to • e - dependence i.s a reasonable one • 

E-4v B0 
since the elastic n•p total scattering cross section varies 

with B
0 

in the same way. 

As a first trial in this present work, the 

C"""_n· ·ter-of•ma""s . ~Eo-lt'Y t a t .. d t tb .,. .., t{j ltv spec r were rans.orme o . e 

laboratory system for proton laboratory bombarding energies 

of as. 100. and 140 Meva the struck neutrons were considered 

to be at rest. Figure 12 shows the results. It is apparent 

that these curves are roughly similar to the corresponding 

experimental curves of figure 11. A striking difference is 

the raised position of the 38 Mev experimental curve. The 

probable explanation is that for 38 Hav protons the single 

nucleon-nucleon collision picture is not valid, and the 
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proton-nucleus collision mechanism is mainly responsible for 

the production of these photons. It is then obvious that the 

yield would be greater in this case. 

The rough agreement of the figure 12 curves with 

experiment points the way to refinements in calculating the 

. actual laboratory spectral yield from ,J Eo-I,V 
£.,"')) 

to compare 

with experimental results. Appendix (3) outlines the deri-

vation for the calculation to take into account the nuclear 

motions. In accordance with recent Berkeley experiments. a 

gaussian with half-width of nuclear momentum density corre• 

eponding to 19 Mev kinetic energy was used.. It was also 

assumed that the angular distribution was spherically 

symmetric in the center-of-mass system; however, it can be 

shown by the methods of numerical integrations used that the 

resulting emitted spectrum in the laborutory system would not 

be markedly influenced by at least a mild departure from this 

distribution. Because of the use of Simpson's rule for the 

numerical integrations, it is to be expected that the high

energy tail (say above 80 lfev) may be in error by as mucb 

as 25$, 

The results of this calculation are shown in 

figure 13. A comparison is made of this calculation with tha 

experimental result and the previous nucleons~at-rest calcu

lation. The two theoretical curves are normalized at 15 Mev, 

while the experimental points are scaled to be grouped about 

the moving-nucleon curve. An absolute determination of the 

yield from the theory involves some considerable calculation, 

and has been done for some special cases by the authors; the 
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rooults uill ba presented in a following discussion. 

It is seen from figure 13 that in general there 

is good agracmont bstw~an theory and experiment. Up to about 

75 Hev tha curves agree to within the experimental error, 

while ~bove this energy the theoretical curve is somewhat 

bic;hcn~ th:au tbe e2:parimantal one, This discrepancy may 

result from three sources: 

(1) Inadequacy of the g~uesian distribution as a represen
tation of nucleon momentum distribution; 

(2) Simpson's rule error as previously explained; 

(3) Improper choice of curve fitting to the experimental 
points. 

It is of interest to compare the total cross 

section of experiment with theory. Simon lists some calcu• 

lations for the field theoretic eases, where the proton 

laboratory 'bombarding energy is 180 Mev and the integrations 

took place between photon energies of 45 and 90 Uev• This 

should not differ greatly for 140 Uev bombarding energy and 

a yield between 35 and 70 Mev. The experimentally integrated 

cross section assumes a spherically symmetric ·distribution 

in the center-of-mass. A comparison,. between theory and 

experiment, then shows: 

experimentally integrated cross section per neutront - - -

----------- ------ -(1.2!.5)xl0-
30

cm
2

J 

scalar meson theorya- - - - - - - - - -

pseudoscalar meson theoryz- - - ... - - -

phenomenological theory:• - --

3.0 xlo ... 30cm2: 

1.3 xl0-30cm2
J 

1.0 xlo-30cm2 ; 
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figure 10 Elhould be ex:nminod. Ae previously eltplained, it 

ia not to bo as:;umed tbat tho curves ora roatricted to union 

nt the high•energy end. This is simply what appoara to be 

the cost probable set of curves through the experimental 

points• There are at least two reasonable qualitative ex

planations, however, for the. general merging effect of the 

high-anergy tails. 

The most plausible explanation involves con

sideration .of multiple collisions in the p-n collision 

picture. For a given proton bombarding energy, the mean 

number of collisions within the .nucleus m~st increase with 

increasing atomic number of the target material. In the 

100 Mev bombarding energy region, the mean enerJy lost per 

collision is about 20 Mav
5

'
6

• Since the probability of 

bremsstrahlung emissiou varies approximately inversely with 

the collision energy, then the lower energy second, third, . ( 

and fourth collisions ·have a successively higher probability 

of contributing to the bremsstrahlung spectrum; and as the 

atomic n\ambor of the target is increased, the mean p-n collision 

energy will decrease. Because of the VE,rt,..Y factor, the 

yield per nucleus at the high-energy end of the apectrwa 

should not increase uniformly with increasing A and/or Z. 

of the target material. 

Another explanation or factor which contri

butes to the merging effect involves the nucleon momentum 

distribution. If the ratio low-momentum cornr2.2,nent~ for the 
high-mo:1entum co::iponento 

target nucleons was such that this ratio increased with 

incrensing "A", then, for example, the Be high-energy photon 
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yield would be proportionately larger than for Cu. The·re 

is no exparimantal evidence as yet of the nuclear momentum 

distribution for the heavier nuclei such as Cu, although 

one may present some arguments to show that the relative 

bigh-mc~entum components would tend to decrease with in

creasing A. One argument would consist of making a case 

for a system of nucleons approaching a Fermi gas (from, say, 

the near-Gaussian distribution of Be) as the number of 

nucleons is increased, with the·corresponding decrease in 

the high-momentum components~ Another argument would assume 

a square-well potential, having a radius which increases 

with increasing A. The wave functions for the various 

angular momentum states would spread out with the radius, 

resulting in a narrowing of the corresponding momentum 

di.stribution functions. 

The rapid divergence of the curves with de• 

creasing photon energy is to be expected because of the 

multiple-collision effects for heavy nuclei. Second and 

third collisions within a nucleus (assuming, of course, the 

p-n collision picture) will be correspondingly less energetic 

and because of J r;r:~t will contribute a .higher ratio of 
low-energy photons 
high•energy photons than the first collision. 

It is suggested that further experiments be 

done on hydrogen and deuterium, in order to further check 

the validity of the vr~-~~ type of spectrum and to examine · e,k~ 

more carefully the high-enerby tail for these simpler cases. 
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. (4) The p-+ n--+ d+¥ F.enction 

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 indicate no "hump" 

in the spectral region where the photon energ)f is about one

half the bombarding ~nergy in the laboratory syatem, to an · 

accuracy determined by the counting statistics in these 

spectral re~ions. This is in agreement with Wilson's 

results. If the reaction was allowed to take place in a 

field-free region (as opposed to inside a nuclous) then calcu• 

lations quoted .in Tlilaon•s paper indicate that the resulting 

photon flu:s' should bo oomawhat greater than :the pure p•n 

collision brernamtrablung flux in tho higher .energy spectral 

region. On~ must therefore conclude, as does Wilson. that 

the perturb~tions of the final reaction states due to the 

presence of the other nuclear constituents gr~atly decrease 

the croea section tor the reaction per target neutron. It 

can be deduced from the experimental results that the reaction 

cross section per neutron must be decreased by a factor of 

at le:ast 40 for the beam-target situations here investigated. 

In conclusion, then, this experimental work 

shows that: 

(1) the total cross section for Be9 for the production of 

photons above 20 ~tev enercrr by 140 Mev -protons 1s (1•3 ± • 5) 
-29 2 

xlO cril1 J 

(2) the center-of-mass spectrum shape for p-n collisions is 

given by .Jeco-hY with an energy dependence of about J.,- ; 
~ . Eo 

(3) the pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoecalar coupling 

prediction is inconsistent with experimental results; 
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(4) the phonomenoloaical theory prediction is consistent 

with experimental results; 

(5) the scalar ~aeon theory with scalar coupling theory 

prediction is indicated by preliminary experiments to be 

inconsistent with experimental results only in the anplar 

distribution; 

(6) there is no evidence for the reaction p-t D ~ d+l" • 

E. [!ppondix 

(1) Channel Efficiencies Derivation 

The following consists of a derivation of the 

absolute channel counting efficiencies for a beam of photons 

directed at the converter. The two factors of Yertical 

$cattering loss. and loss between effective geiger tube areas 

are here ignored, hence it is assumed that there iS no verti

cal scattering. and that the geiger tubes form a continuous 

counting are.a • The terminology .consists of: 

d, the convertor density; 

N0 , Avogadro's number; 

A, the atomic weight of the converter material; 

h, the converter height; 

t, the converter linear thickness; 

y, .the distance from the converter center along 

the line of geiger tubes (see figure 15); 

y' , the distance along the converter J 

W, the photon energy; 

"U., the ratio of the electron(-) energy (total~ 

kinetic energy) to W; 



•. 

k, 

oy, 

n function of the maGnetic field strength 

such that the electron energy equnla ky for 

an orbit thr-ough 0 and y (see figure 15): 

the enoray spread 01· interval. of the j 'th 

chonuel for tha s~me magnetic fiold setting 

no ia involved in the above k: 

tb.o intonaity of the photon beam striking the 

conve:rter., confined to an energy range AWj ,kl 

the number of pairs which are detected per 

uai.t time; 

the general inte~ral designation of the j'th 

one1•gy chan1telJ 

the distance be.tween geiger tubes ~ y22 .. y20 ::!1 

Y2o - Y18• etc • I 

f (Z,W,u)du, the croms·saction for pair production:for a 

photon of energy W With a fr~ctional Splitting 

of u in an interval:du• in a eonverter with 

atomic nwaber z. 
. . I' 

The absolute channel efficiency is then ~~- hi · • 
1 j ,. 

Xt is clear that lj is proportional to the convertor thick-

ness t;, the number of nuclei. per unit volume 1f0 d , tile con-
A 

vertar height h, and Ij• Jn addition, it is proportional to 

an integral with so:ztev1h11t involved limits. 

To evolve this integral, it is instructive to 

study pairs originating at y' in the converter in an interval 

dy', and which are produced by photons in the energy range 

. A W j ,k nnd of enGrgy W appropriate to the j 'th energy chann-::11. 

T.h:J intcgr~l is h:.tilt urou.ud the c~:-c(::s section f (U;u)du; 
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and the first step is to sat the limits i~ u. An into• 

g1:·ation over u then gives tho total cl~oos section for 

detected photons for .the cnea of particular photon energy 

w, originating at y', and the j'th channel. It should bo 

noticed that A Wj ,k = 2k A y is independent of j. To 

visualize tha limits it is helpful to imagine a line 

corresponding to W, slid back and. forth parallel to y 

w (figure 15) and of length in y: i' . 

For 1' ~ ' 10: 

For 2ky j.,., ~ Vi h 2ky. a 
J1- :z. 

the lower limit is u ky2 - ky' J 
I d w 

the upper limit is u_ w - ttr2 - ky' • \y 

For 2ky. ~ 'fl ~ 2t:;:y . 
;J't). ol+3 

the lower limit is u = w - ky 
~.pu. 

- ky• J 

·w 

the upper limit is u = ky2j+2 - l;.y• • 

\v 

For 10 ~ j '- 19i 

For 2lty J+-l 6 W ~ 2!ty j't·2 i 

the lower limit is u = ky2j-1B -ky• ; 
\V 

the upper limit is u = W - ky2 j-lS - ky' • 

Vl 

For 2ky .1t 2 !!.. W ~ 2ky J+-3 : 
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tbe lower limit is u= w - ky22 - ky' 

' w· 

the upper limit is u- ky22 - ky' 
• - w 

In addition the resulting ~ (w) aust be suit• 

ably weighted for all values of W between 2kyj~l and 2kyj+
3

• 

This denotes a second integrat1onwith respect toW bet,een 

the limits 2kyj+l' 2kyj+a a and 2kyj+2 , 2kyj+3 J where 
these integrals are divided by 

w 
. ~ 2j ,k-= 2ky ~3 - 2ky j+a -=- 2ky j-tJ .... 2kJ j+l• · etc!t, 

for .proper dimensional and :weighting treatment. 

Finally• a third integration auet be pertoraed 

over the entire converter by means of tbe dittel"ential .dy·•. 

The results aret 
··~ ro_. 3 - lOt 

absolute ch~nnel efficiency = 
-1-~, ~~- W-.,/.;J.,. ~_§' r f Hf ~ (~u)t/Ut/~~11 + 

-,, ,t.J;~. 4~,~, 
~d~' IV . 

• 
) 
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Unfortunately !£ ('fl,u) sa expressed in the usual 

literature is notan integrable function. and methods fer 

numerical appro~dmations must be found. The. simplest.and 

· moat useful of such approximations consist of& 

.(a) considering the splitting curves as flat, so tf1at £ 
is no longer a function of u; 

(b) choosing a mean value of W for each channel (W .=.. 2ky ) 
j-t2 

so thnt f is a constant for.each channel. 

The second approximation is a good one since p 
does not vary rapidly over the relatively small range Of 

AWj•k J the first can be shown to be an adequate approxi

mation (to within several %) if ~ is properly chosen for 

e.acb channel,. As e~plained in 4(b), f was chosen to corre

spond to u :=. .• 3 =" • 7. Henceforth j) may be designated by ~· ; 

so that for the j •th channel ./;· is evaluated at the mean 

energy W == 2l:yj+2 • With these approximations, then, 

1" 
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for 1 4.... j -6. lOt 

absolute channel efficiency -

and for 10 '- j ~ 19, using similar procedures 

absolute channel efficiency ~ 

!f. .. (;J.o-J') { ~ IU t/1 ) . 
.J 7} • ...,.,. /{ 

These were the approximations used in the actual computations. 

(2) Vertical Scattering 

Let it be aa~umed that all electrons originate 

on a vertical line of the converter, and let the previously 

circuln~ electron orbits be "unrolled~ to straight linea. 

Referring then to ficrure 10 .let tho x oxis he thu vertical 

converter line, and the y axis the lina of ~,iacr tubo c~nl~rs 

in a horizontal plano. Th:i.s lnttcr n~cis in llnc:1r in olc:etr(:< 1·1 

kinetic energy, to a good n r;·p:ro~"':J.n::l t i 0:1.. 



Considering electrons of a particular energy 

E' which terminate on a vertical line through y', it is seen 

that two special orbits of this energy electron are r 1 and 

r 2 , which matte angles it'1 and~ with the horizontal. Any 

electron of energy E' is "lost" if its angle with the hori• 

zontal is so great that it meets the y axis at a distance 

smaller than y', and therefore~1 and~ are two critical 

angles. 

Now for a beam of photons passing through the 

line converter one may define a line density of electrons 

'7 (B,x) which leave the converter in the forward direction. 

This density must be of such a form that ~ (E,x) :: f(E)X(x), 

where f and X are functions at this point undefined. 1his 

ia so because the distance from the cyclotron target will 

be great enough so that the photon energy distribution Will 

not change over the space of the converter. 

The object of the following calculation is to 

find what fraction of electrons of energy E' are "losttt 

through vertical scattering. 

The Rossi•Greisen paper12 deale in pa:rt with 

the scattering of electrons through thin foils, and it is 

shown that for a pencil of electrons of kinetic energy E 

(in llev) passing through a converter of radiation length 

ness t 

G-re, t J -1)/~ = £ ,L 
J7,L IF 

-IF"il" 
VVc>~ /# 

~ 

thick~ 

where G(E,t,~)d~ is tha probability of an outgoing electron 
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being scattered into the range d~ot an angle in radians of 

~ with the forward direction. nut for the case here dealt 

with, that is. pmir electrons uniformly created throughout 
I 

the converter, this distribution function becomes 
-t 

F ( (i' f fJ} a AI [I £_ ~ ;.;:t~1 A.l-l R ,9-
.) J y;;; a: I.- ' 

0 

where N is determined by 
+~ r 

the normalization 

1/, -eY"' 

AI · ~ ,i. -;;;;;-; dt II R -= 1 
~ 

.. 
) 

so that IV: I -
t~Y~t~5 

and 

Now if one assumes that the critical angle for 

any point x of the converter is given by X -, y 

tan !. - X ) for loss at the bottom, then y - -, y 
dx at x the total number of electrons lost at 

given by 

I 
.,.=:!:.... 

~, 

(so that 

for any elemont 

the bottom is 

Tbus the fraction of electrons of energy E' which are lost 

from the entire converter to both top. and botto;n is given by 
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)(. 7l/2. 

.:t f I 7t"I?J><JF(F;t,J>.)I{,Ptfj( 
Ill . ~/;;, 

• - .) 

r, 

where y' bas been replaced by k(I) B', k(I) being a function 

of the ntagnet current only. 

It can now be shown that this fraction is in-

dependent of the orbit energy B'. 

From the first integration in the above integral 
2 2 

it is seen that -&always appears as B' -4f , so that .F\1' • t ,-&) 

may be written as E'F'(E'-&,t), and the integral may be written 

as : 

fraction lost := 

)( 1.. "!!;. 

:l f f "'-X("V E
1 

F 
1tt'.,_J t-) c/-ittJ't 

-t. 1/ YVo 7i 

x. , 
-~-

E 'A/(I..J 
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in which the limits of the first integ~ation have baen 

changed acco1•di.nr: to tbe now variable ot integration. The 

usa of ~ in the uew upper limit is justified because· of 

the form of F' (E'-&, t) ·which contains a~ ga'us~dan tunctionJ and 

for thin foils this gaussian ia vanishingly small at •=~ 

or B'-9- ~ Jl B'. 
~ 

This last integral expression for the fraction 

of electrons lost by vertical scattering is independent of s•. 
The derivation contains two assumptions which 

demand further comment. 

The first assumption is that the electrons 

originate on a vertical line, instead of an actual areal con

verter. But the derived fraction is independent of J• hence 

it must be valid for any vertical line converter on the y 

axis, and hence for an actual areal converter. 

The second assumption is that tan J•~ y• , or 

that the mean scattering angle is quite small. This icplies 

that the derived results are only trua to first order, The 

second order distortion may be minimized by using thin con

~ertere and/or converters of narrow height. 
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(3) £31culation of I..nhornto!i·y Srpct:e~um for 1.1;U Mel, 

a !fuclonr T:!n::mntu•.J Distribution -
Assumpt:J.ons: 

,(a) Thal~o is at most one nuclear collision per proton. 

This is justifiable on moan freo path considerations. 

(b) The sp~ctrum in thra cento:r:-of-mass system depends 

on tho photon energy ( l,v~ , and the avai ln ble energy 

V l?o-{J,'V)o 

E)'k~~ 
, where the subllcript o 

refers to the canter-of-mass system 

(c) The photozm are emitted with sphet•ictll sym:metry in 

the center-of-mass system. 

(d) The target nucleons ore co:nsidored as a gaa inside 

the nuclear potential well, and in order to in·ter• 

act witb tbe neutrons o£ the nucleus tho bombarding 

protons must enter tho well and pick up scmc:t 8 ~fav 

in available reaction euergy. This is :In ac::cureJa-ace 

w:i tb rec-oct nnelenn-nneltr•nft=-C;frl;cnln1:ifn~r lith• 
9 ... 

eu-argy ra age , a 

(e) The momanturA distribution of the target neutrons 

is assumed to ba a gnuaaian in accordance with 

recent Det•lteley e:ttparimantsH, such that tho proba-

bili ty tbat a neutron have a momentlll'il p in a ran.cro 

dp is given by 

" These results nra c:;i von i.n a nu:ilbor of 1953-10u·1 'UGY:L 

reports, nnong tho~J J .u. ralco:::, UC:C~L-25<10, 1DG3 (unpuhl:t~·;h'::?te}. 
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ulle1•e p is tlH3 ueuh•on nw:wntum co1•1•ospondin3 

to 19 r~zov kino tic enc1'"gy, and I·f is tl1e proper 

uormalizinz constant. 

(f) The neutron motionG are treated non-relativist-

ically. 

Lot tho sub3cript o refor only to quantities 

moasured in the conter-of-maas aystem. 

is the angle of photon emission with rospect to 

the direction of the center-of-mass motion; 

-/) is the angle made by a target neutron with respect 

to the ban~tJ direction before collisiona (the ••1at~ 

itude"; with tho north pole pointing in the beam 

diroctiou); 

represent laboratory cartesian axes such that x is 

upw~rd, y is toward the pair spectrometer. z is in 

tbe boam direction; and the origin is imaglned as 

fi:rmd in the target nucleus; 

is the angle of "longitude" as measured upward from 

the y direction for a target neutron1 

V is the velocity vector of the center-of-mass system 

....... 
t-9= 

in the reference frante of x,y,z; with magnitml•a v, 
along with the uoual terminology of -! , and 
c 

V , ~nd 
c 

I ---- " ) 



n and p os suTJGcripts refer to target neutron and bo:;abardina 

proton; 

£. is tho total energy o:f a nucleon; 

E is tho !tinetic enorgy of a nucleon or system of 

.nucleons;· 

p is the monentwa of a nucleon; 

I ia the proton beam intensity; 

~~t is the number of nuclei per unit area of targot. 

C-<3n.era 1 Procedure 

The experiments here described measured the cross 

section for photon emission per nucleus per unit solid angle 

per 1 !:lev energy interval. This, tben, will be tho quantity 

which will be theoretically calculated in the following work. 

The mothod usod will consist of these stepsr 

(a) Finding (J , Y, and E,..., + Ef'o of the center-of-mass system • 

\Vhich is composed of a bo.nbarding proton and a targel!t 

neutron; because of the neutron motions this system will 

in general not move along the beam direction. 

(b) Finding the relativistic transformation for ~~r 
A..fl.t,~fllo 

into the laboratory as a :function ot 

~I y • and Eo= n:no + n.,, • 
(c) Completing the transformation having found ~ and ~ 

in step (a). 

(a) The center-of-moos system& 

Tha·following relationships are given from the 

mechanics of special relativity: 
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(2) . 
J 

(3) /£,
0

;:: ~,0-hft,C"L j 

and by subatitutinc (2) into (1), then (1) into (3), 

(4) r: =..Yf£ -~-~~~c,_-~,c,__ r&+rf,:)C,_·re-=] 
fo f/ e·r ~ E'- 1" £', • 

(5) 

(6) 

But since this is a case of two nucleons of equal 

mass • the total available l~inetic eneray 

and 

or mora conveniently 

Using the definition of cr , and (2) 

• 
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-Th9 magni tudo of ,& is given from (2) to be 

(7) 

and fror1 (2) and definiti.ons of'-9-,p.: 

(8) 
{;,.,.,(} c ~ t ::_ ~ .p Ch,P . 

A;rn,ct.+pff-F,... • 

(b) Finding the trani:;fo:r:rm:.rtion: 

Tho qurnnti ty to be transformed 1·s 

(9) I,~,. = t1. :aa- -= _A___ tl~ 
i£.JL

0
AIII, - d..O.,"{/,lJ), I, ,tl, -£ ~ dSL~U/" 

~ . 

. 
) 

w.= hv ; 

in which n represents the number of photons• and 

K•• represents a constant containing the necossary 

fundamental con~Jtants for correct dim~msional 

expression. I
0 

must here be a constant because of 

the methods used in finding the experimantal ord

inates, which consisted in part of dividing by an 

effective proton beam current and neglecting any 

such concept as nucleon motion. For the nucleon-

nucleon system concept hera used, this vcriation 

of effective current with center-of-mass motion 

will be t2~cn into account as tho calculation 

p:roarcsscs. 

) 



trow tbo relativistic energy and anglo transform

ations yield 

( 13) ( /,J)) 
11 

== ( J, V) )' {I - ;.1 ~ ¢) 
and 

(14) du/e, :: ~{ 4JI). = tiC J,,) rC ~-~ U'd,) j 

(15) Ch¢:: C#-1~ +t4 
'r;I~~D ' 

from which 

(16) d..at:J :=. d.n. ~ 
'Y'-{1-(5~) • 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Substituting (13)' (14), 

(11) becomes 

and (16) into (11), 

{£o -(/,0~ (/..:.~w~} 
E.?o J, )I 

E0 ; of course. is not to be transformed since it 

is the energy available for photon emission, and 

is invariant• 

For a pair spectrometer set up At 90° to the proton 

beam 

and 

.. 
) 



(20) 
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substitution of (19) into (17) yioldo 

[Co -(J,v)I"(J-(1
1

) ~ 
eo(J.,"V) 

(c) Conpletinq th:e deriv!ltion: 

The probability that a target neutron will 

have a direction 9,~ in a range d&, ~ ia proportional 
J. 

-

to d~ , since the nucleon situation is aasut1ed to be 

one of spherical symmetry. Furthermore. as previously 

mentioned, the momentum distribution assumed is a gaussian 

one. and the probability that a target neutron have an 
-€-

energy En in a range dEn ia given by ,.Y.,t 79 rfi:.._dF.-. 

There is one more weighting factor to be dealt 

with •. This is the relative number of collisions per unit 

time, as a function of En• -9; and ?- . As an el::ncple, 

it is clear that for tarcret neutrons moving in the -z 
direction there are more collisions per unit tiEne than for 

neutrons moving in the Z direction: and so a term which is 

proportional. to the relative velocity between proton nnd 

neutron must be inserted as a weighting factor. 

The relative velocity is proportional to 

in the laboratory systen. 

The reoult souaht for is then 
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-

whore all tho com:stonts of Pl"CJPOl·tionali ty hova bean includC:td 

in the 110\/ co:urtant rt. Dy rn.thstituting (5•), (0), and (3) 

into (21) tbe entira intoc;:g,·nnd beco:nos n function of only Bn, 

-F-
Since B...,.. npponra in uni ta of il0v 1n ../2. r, , 

then E0 , hJI , m
0

c2 , and .RP must also 'be e:r:prossod in tlr.r,)OG 

units. 

· Soma thought must be given to tlla nuuo1•ical 

value for EP because of the concept of the nuclear potential 
6,9 

well. It haG been tho ftHJhion in recent years to arr;su~:lo 

that the concept of tha nuclear potential well is applicnblo 

to birgh-onergy bo:.nb:.1rdtmnts, and tluut bo:::.Ibording nucleons 

pic!: up some 30 r.~ov in the centor-of-r.uws system in ente1·ing 

the nuclear region. While the concept ot the "30 Mev" 

potent1.al wall is a uoeful one for low"'!'energr nuclonr pha-

nomena such as enoray-level structure, low-oncray p-n inter-

actions, etc. • thoro is no published e::::porir.:outnl evidcnco 

for bol:lbarding enoraies of 100 !:lov and e,"l·oC~tor uilowing t!mt 

such a "30 Csv" well ezisto. It cannot ba detected and 

r.1onoured in bic;h energy bo~:abnrd::tcnts ouch as uucloo:n-nuclc~Cm 
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scattering, for the effect of the well "cancels out". In

deed, one may present some simple arguments ~o show that 

it may be unwise to add this 30 llav. In a classical type 

of argUDant one may say that for, say, 100 !1ev protons on 

Be the bombarding protons suffer only about one collision 

within a nucleus and, do not strongly interact with the 

other nucleons within the same nucleus. The concept of the 

"30 Mev well" is intimately tied in with nuclear interactions 

which are strong and full, such as the bound nuclear states. 

Very recent work on the new Teller model at 

this laboratory indicates·that for high-energy bombardments 

(100 Mev and greater) the bombarding nucleons should ex

perience forces which are appropriate to potential wells 

which are shallower than 30 Uev, perhaps by a large factor. 

In this present work the c~nservative choice 

of about 5 Mev was made for the energy picked up by the 140 

!lev protons in the nuclear region, in the center-of-mass 

system; this 5 Uev was carried into the transformation 

calculations, both with and without nucleon motion. 
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